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The Blue Economy takes readers beyond the obvious and aims to wake up the
entrepreneur in all of us. The innovations it explores are founded in solid science
and demonstrated by multiple platforms. Committed grass-roots entrepreneurs
worldwide can realise triple cash flow using open-source innovations that create
competitive business models. This book will encourage thousands and perhaps
millions of us to apply a Blue Economy business model that will shift us from
scarcity to abundance.
Beginning with 1953, entries for Motion pictures and filmstrips, Music and
phonorecords form separate parts of the Library of Congress catalogue. Entries
for Maps and atlases were issued separately 1953-1955.
The delight of Bacchus, wine has ever been man's solace and joy. Growing out
of the poorest soil, the wild grape was tamed and blended over millennia to
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produce a royal beverage. But the nineteenth century brought a near revolution in
the production of wine, and democracy in its consumption; technology made wine
an industry, while improved living standards put it on the people's dinner table.
The vintners of France and Italy frantically bought land and planted grapes in
their attempt to profit from the golden age of wine. But the very technology which
made possible swift transportation, with all its benefits to winemen, brought utter
devastation from America--the phylloxera aphids--and only when France and Italy
had replanted their entire vineyards on American stock did they again supply the
thirsty cities and discriminating elite. In an exhaustive examination Professor
Loubere follows the wine production process from practices recommended long
ago by the Greeks and Romans through the technical changes that occurred in
the nineteenth century. He shows how technology interacted with economic,
social, and political phenomena to produce a new viticultural world, but one
distinct in different regions. Winemen espoused a wide range of politics and
economics depending on where they lived, the grapes they grew, and the
markets they sought. While a place remained for carefully hand-raised wine, the
industry had, by the end of the century, turned to mass production, though it was
capable of great quality control and consistency from year to year. The author
uses a wide range of sources, including archives and contemporary accounts.
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The volume contains extensive figures, tables, graphs, and maps.
Four generations of the aristocratic Barberini family and its "vassals" clashed
over how the early modern Roman countryside should be governed. Villagers
sometimes cultivated noble interference, but they frequently resisted it through
the strategies of adversarial literacy, political ways of reading and writing that
challenged noble hegemony in the village.
Includes entries for maps and atlases.
Nel mese di Settembre del 2019, secondo gli autori, l'economia globale era giunta a un punto
di non ritorno. Tutto stava per crollare, per implodere, con conseguenze devastanti. Ma ecco
che un virus proveniente dall'Oriente è arrivato manifestandosi al momento giusto. L'obiettivo
di questa pandemia è stato quello di bloccare, o quantomeno rallentare al massimo,
l'economia globale, la crescita e i consumi mediante una demolizione controllata fatta di
lockdown pianificati. Un libro di denuncia, voluto e curato da uno storico e da un chimico
farmaceutico e realizzato con il contributo di una squadra di giornalisti, analisti finanziari,
psicologi, biologi, medici e avvocati.

Mediterranean agriculture is by and large envisaged as a landscape of small
farms of high nature value producing worldwide recognisable quality food
products that make up the basis of the famous Mediterranean diet and shape
Southern European cultures.
One of the oldest, most commanding topics in early modern economic
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history--Venice's fall from commercial supremacy to relative insignificance--is
here examined. What emerges is what many scholars have come to suspect: the
catch-all phrase "the decline of Venice" embodies a myth. Rapp explains the
paradox of seventeenth-century Venice, a republic that experienced a relative
economic decline in commerce and industry with no absolute decline in overall
income. In this systematic approach to the subject of economic decline, Rapp
focuses on economic factors common to all Venetian enterprise: labor supply and
quality, technology and capital employment, foreign demand, and government
policy. The statistical backbone of this massively documented book is an
employment census of the city derived from the records of the Naval Personnel
Administration, the Collegio da Milizia da Mar. Throughout the book, many
analytical insights are offered about population, guilds, technology, and economic
policy in early modern Europe.
This study relates the underdevelopment of southern Italy's Mezzogiorno to
Italy's participation in the European Economic Community. In the tracing of its
origins and evolution, the Mezzogiomo's underdevelopment is shown to have
been intensified under Italy's current ruling class.
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